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Participant Orders:
1) Which delegates are ordering/authorising this mission?
2) Units (which units do you wish to issue this order to?)

-included military units, civil assets and intelligence 
agencies

3) Situation
4) Intent/Policy Goals
5) Mission and Concept of Operations
6) Time Of or Trigger For Initiation

(orders could be conditional)
7) Operational Limitations and Control Measures

Ways-ends-means-
constraints



“Drowning in data, starved for information.”





Breaking immersion occurs when:
- Wargame grinds to a halt
- Orders catastrophically misinterpreted by Ops 
in a manner perceived as unrealistic
- Outcomes perceived as unrealistic
- Participants feel unrealistically constrained













Pure Free Kriegsspiel
is inappropriate for 
complex scenarios



(1) Does the operation have a clear mission and political goal/intent 

articulated or not?  Is the mission and goal/intent realistic? 

(2) Is the operation feasible given the physical and human geography of 

the Area of Operations (AO)?

(3) Is the operation feasible given basing and logistics capacity available?

(4) Have sufficient resources, combat and combat support 

units/personnel been allocated to the operation?  Or, has the operation 

been resourced correctly?  Are the units and resources of the right type 

and qualitative standard to succeed given the type of operation that 

they will be conducting?

(5) How will the operation impact on enemies, allies and civilians?

(6) How will the operation appear to journalists and other observers?















Secondary pre-established challenges built into the scenario

- How can Iraq control its Shia militias and balance Iranian and American influence?

- How might Iraq’s Shia militias use their highly autonomous status and exploit their 

increased power in Iraqi affairs after the defeat of ISIS?

- How might Iran overcome its international isolation?

- How will Iran maximise its regional influence via its use of proxies?

- How could Saudi Arabia respond, should conservative and progressive elements 

within its society become increasingly polarised and cause civil unrest?

- How will Saudi Arabia balance its response to a new regional crisis with its ongoing 

involvement in the Yemeni Civil War and the Shia unrest in the Eastern Province?

- How will Israel exploit an isolationist Trump administration unconcerned with human 

rights in its dealings with its neighbours, particularly Hezbollah?

- How will the United States understand the situation and order its priorities in the 

Middle East after the defeat of ISIS?
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Source: UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) Foreign travel 
advice, Lebanon

https://www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/lebanon






